For Alumni Day

Notices and Programs Mailed Last Week

According to an announcement made by Prof. A. S. W. Stewart, 98, a large number of alumni is expected to return to the campus for the 26th Annual Alumni Meeting. The meeting will be held on Saturday, May 19, at 2:30 p.m. in the Alumni Hall. The meeting will be followed by a dinner in the Alumni House at 4:30 p.m., and a reception in the Alumni Room at 7:00 p.m.

Mrs. Katherine Hooper, a representative of the Gamma Delta Institute of New York, whose work in style analysis and sales promotion has recently provided a group of students in the Design Department with a new approach to their work, has been invited to make a presentation to the group on Monday, May 21, at 2:30 p.m. in the Design Room. Mrs. Hooper will discuss the principles of style and their application to the design of clothing and accessories.

Upstream Day Huge Success

Perfect Weather Enhanced Enjoyment of Outing

Wool Students Have Two Day Trip

For the first time in the history of Lowell Textile, a group of wool students made a trip to New York to visit the New York Textile and Apparel Show. The trip was a great success, and the students were able to see a wide variety of wool goods and to meet many of the leading wool manufacturers.

Designers Visit Two Worcester Plants

Last Wednesday the designers and some of the wool students went to Worcester to visit two leading wool mills. The first stop was at the Crompton and Knowles Woolen Company, where they were shown the various processes used in the production of wool goods. The second stop was at the Weaver Textile Mill, where they were given a tour of the mill and were able to see the machinery in operation.

Textile Players Hold Meeting

On Tuesday, May 28, the Textile Players held their monthly meeting. The purpose was to decide upon the details of this year's donation to the charity of the season. It was decided to give the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars.

The meeting was held at the home of the president, and a list of the officers for the coming year was established.
STYLIST ADDRESSES THE DESIGN DEPARTMENT
(Continued from Page 1)

The place ride proved to be the high light of the trip. The place was an open deck Commando. Many of the boys had never been up in a place before, and this indeed was a thrilling experience to them. Let certainly thrilled the place in great shape and acted like a trip pilot by showing off and trying specialty. He most likely finds of fifteen minutes each, filling two passages up at a time. Execution of the group took to the island.

After the plane ride they visited the John T. Stack Co., 108 and ed Russell, of the Troy Maid at Mills, who came to Springfield to that he might visit the John T. Stack Co. with the boys. Many thanks are due Lead and his students in making this trip for a ride.

The first place they visited was the engine room, where they were able to see the automatic stokers in action. Then they proceeded through the plant visiting every department, from where the bills of goods came to the where the final article is shipped. They had very able guides to conduct them through the various departments. Mr. Julian Jacob, Mr. Davis and Mr. John Stack.

Wool Students Have Two-Day Trip
Continued From Page 1

The oven... the cook... and the cake

"Only five ounces produce cakes of fine texture." This rule applies as surely to the most complicated "cake-baking" process in modern industry... making steel castings for high pressures... as it does to the simplest domestic operation. In bale-binded Hemlo's electric furnaces that apply the heat directly and clearly to the metal and permit exact control of temperatures at every stage, the steel for Crane cast steel valves and fittings is prepared. Every casting is sealed under water at 900° F. for hours, then slowly shaded off to cooling. Interesting as is the Vulcan-like Crucible equipment in Crane furnaces, complete as are the manufacturing resources that give exactness and uniformity in production, the vital secret back of quality in Crane electric steel materials is not the "worse" but the skill of the "cook", the chemist, the superintendent, the workmen, each one of whom who must work in harmony to make the skillful man.
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WOOL STUDENTS HAVE TWO-DAY TRIP (CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 2)

The most remarkable part was the bleaching room. It seems impossible that they are able to take thousands of bales of raws and make the same bales white in one week out the way they do at the Slack Mills. The dry machine was another interesting department to visit.

As it was dinner time when they completed this trip through the mill, they went back to the hotel for dinner. The meal was very gratifying to such a hungry crowd, and everyone enjoyed it.

After dinner the party checked out and started for home. Bella went through Yankee to see the rules of the fire, while the others went directly to Lowell. Ned Sprankling directed the group who went to Nashua, and pointed out the spot where he stood while fighting the fire.

This two-day trip was the first of its kind for any group of students at Lowell. It was a great success and shall be done as such in the history of the institute. The boys conducted themselves the perfectly at all times. There was no rowdiness or lack of training among them. This trip did to show that such trips are really beneficial for the student body.

The credit of this trip goes to Professor Barker. He did a fine job in every way, and it is only through his kindness that such a trip was made possible. A great deal of thanks is due to the Troy Blanket Mills, Neptune Silk Mills, and the John T. Slack Corp. for permitting the group to visit their respective plants, and also to Mr. Rufus J. Hull, Lee Brothers and Admin. for arranging the airplane ride.

If you've ever wondered "how love cannot be expressed by words?"

She (sincerely) "Tell me about it!"

Patterson knew that he was not like other men. And it worried him. For the macrame complex is different, men seem to want to conform to the usual. But one morning he came to school to find that he was pregnant. Now he could find his own way in the world. It had happened. He had had himself a baby.

HE TORE OFF HIS FALSE WHISKERS—

AND IT WAS JACK

"Lucinda, my love, I knew you would be true. 'Tis I, your own Jack Delacroix!"

"Jack," replied Lucinda blushing prettily, "must I confess? I recognized you from the first. That smiling voice . . . those golden tones . . . that perfect throat-case can belong only to a man who smokes OLD GOLDS. You wag . . . you thought to confuse me, but no. The mild and mellow Queen's tobacco sets its OLD GOLD mark upon you as sterling upon sugar. There's not a buck in a billion!"

OLD GOLD

FASTEST GROWING CIGARETTE IN HISTORY

NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD

Textile Noses Out Clark University In Slinging Contest

In a game featured by a large number of hits including three home runs, Textile added another victory to its impressive list by defeating Clark on the Textile campus Tuesday, May 18th, by a score of 13 to 15. The star hitter of the game was Green, first baseman for the Clarkmen, who collected five hits in five trips to the plate. Almost everyone was impressed with the way he hit, and was able to score on every hit. The other home run hitter was Wright, left field for Clark, who was slated to do about half of the day's work, was unable to pitch due to an injury he received just before the game. Textile started the game, and Clark obtained five runs the first inning. He was replaced by Truesdale, who came in to turn around the bases, and allowed four runs. The only run scored was due to an error by the batter who was out to third base.

LOWELL TEXTILE INSTITUTE

Three Stores in Lowell

- Fountain Lunch
- Restaurant
- Saloon
- Tea Room
- Bakery
- Ice Cream

ALWAYS THE BEST

DRAUGHTING TOOLS AT

The Thompson Hardware Co.
204 MERRIMACK STREET

- Shorts, Linen Knickers and White Flannels

AT MACARTNEY'S

72 MERRIMACK STREET • LOWELL, MASS.
UPSTREAM DAY HUGE SUCCESS
(Continued from Page 1)

The famous game called "Ride the Pin". The next attraction was the famous game between the Redman and the boys who make the world famous. On the smoke of death had cleared away but for the last of the game, which was won by the team Hurst and Hardman. Harris and Wolfes placed itself by making the public. The Redman usually make their pick-ups won by Quigley and Leibler, who made them ahead. The day ended with an excellent lunch. Many thanks are due Mrs. Cuthell and the members of the Executive Council, who made and carried out the plans for this year's Upstream Day.

Correct Apparel for Spring....

Arrow Shirts
Plain and Fancy Patterns
Collar attached or Neckband with 2 collars to match
Arrow preshrunk shirts and collars always fit, after repeated trips to laundry.

Other Shirts for Spring
$1.95, $2.45, $2.85, $2.95

THE NEWPORT COLORS
for Quality

DEPENDABLE DYESTUFF

NEWPORT CHEMICAL WORKS INCORPORATED
PASSEIC - NEW JERSEY
BRANCHES:

NATIONAL SÍLK DYING COMPANY
5 COLT STREET, PATERSON, N. J.
N. Y. Salesroom: 102 Madison Avenue
Salesrooms: Toronto; Montreal